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INTERVIEW WITH DAVID NAVARA


David Navara, the best current Czech chess player, took part in 
Open Championship of the Czech Republic of Fischerandom Chess (CYKLOMAX OPEN) on 19th July. He reached 3rd place. He is going to take part in Open Championship of the Czech Republic of Rapid Chess (CHLÁDEK & TINTĚRA OPEN) from 20th to 21st July, which is Open European Championship of Amateurs in category ELO  < 2200.


	You played with Anatolij Karpov a few days ago. How was it?

	I had the whites in the first game, but I had bad start, so that I had big problems. Karpov played not so good, therefore I reached draw with him. 
	I had no problems with start with the blacks in the second game, but than I went into difficulties. Karpov didnt recognize it fortunatelly, so that I reached draw again. 

	What about Karpov? 

	He was quite friendly. He didnt express as he would have had to know everything by the analysis of the games. And concerning the relationship between Karpov and Kasparov I cant comment on it. 

	You played Fischerandom chess. Do you like not so traditional arts of chess, e. g. bughouse?

	I dont play bughouse at all. Ficherandom chess are not so different from normal chess. I can use playing of Ficherandom chess in normal chess. I dont like theory so much and I can create a game from the first move by playing Fischerenadom chess. 


	How long do you play every day?

	Its hard to say. It was one hour in previous time. Now about two hours, but It is much more during summer holidays. And it is of course much more during tournaments.
	
	Why did you start to play chess? Did anyone play in your family?

	Father of my father played chess not so bad. When I was 6, my grandma gave me a book about chess. I read it and I liked it very much. I start to play in some chess bee. I recognised that I can play much more better than others when I was 8.

	You study at university. It is hard to manage studying and chess? Do you have an individual plan at university?

	I study in Prague logic at Faculty of Arts and Philosophy. I have an individual plan, but when I dont take part in tournaments I attend lessons. I must still pass two exams in September. It is sometimes really hard to manage studying and chess. It is harder than when I studied at high school. Iam an average student. 
	How do you spend your free time?
	
	I cant relax a lot. I have no such big hobby as chess. It doesnt stand for that I dont interest in other things. I try to be more generally well-educated.

	What about your next plan?
	
	Mainly European Championschip of teams, which will be held in  Göteborg. After it Iam going to have finally free time.

	

